
Present global concerns regarding energy and environmental issues call for efficient and reliable ener-
gy conversion systems. In this talk an overview of the recent research activities in the Power Electron-
ics Laboratory at RPI will be presented. This research covers a wide array of topics in the field of power 
and energy including power electronic converters for energy harvesting, distributed energy systems, 
solid-state lighting, and medium-voltage dc systems as well as electric drives and machines for ship-
board power systems, avionics and hybrid electric vehicles. In the first part of this talk a summary of 
our research on power electronic converters as a main building block of various energy systems will be 
described. Recently introduced topologies of single-stage ac-dc converters and multi-phase dc-dc con-
verters for various applications will be covered. In the second part of the talk, the design and control of 
high performance electric drives and electromechanical energy converters will be explained. Advances 
in power electronics and digital signal processing facilitate a move away from the standard off-the-shelf 
electric machines and drives to new high performance ones in specific applications. Integrated design 
of electric drive systems will be discussed and control architectures to operate the system at its maxi-
mum possible performance will be covered.  
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